
CUSTOM MASK is a combination of three facial masks formulated with 
clays and with the best of nature, with which amazing results are obtained 
in just a few minutes.

Minimum time in place.

Easy to apply and remove.

Creamy and comfortable texture.

Customisable.

For all skin types.

Now you can enjoy the three masks in one single pack 
to show perfect, luminous, hydrated skin brimming with 
energy in record time.

LAUNCHING PROMOTION

www.germaine-de-capuccini.com

*Consult conditions of purchase. *Prom
otion not available in all countries.

*Confidential inform
ation, do not release on the m

edia until date of availability.



HYDRATING ANTI-STRESS MASK   
Hydrates and Relaxes

DETOX ENERGISING MASK  
Detoxifies and Revitalises

Spread a fine, uniform layer over the face, neck and décolletage on cleansed skin. 
Leave in place 5-10 minutes. 

Remove the mask with sponges or cotton discs moistened with water. It is also 
possible to remove the product in the shower. 

EXTRA VITALITY EXFOLIATING MASK   
Exfoliates and Illuminates

Gently massage over the face, neck and décolletage on cleansed skin, 
avoiding the eye contour.

Leave in place 5-10 minutes.
Remove with sponges or cotton discs moistened with water.

Do you want to make the most of them? 

PRACTICE MULTI-MASKING!

5-10
min.

5-10
min.

We recommend you to apply once or twice a week or whenever you have a special occasion.
Dermatologist-tested.

Are you tired? 
Have you slept poorly?

HEALTHY LOOK EFFECT

+

Do you work too much? 
Do you accumulate tension? 

SAY GOODBYE TO STRESS!

+

EXTRA VITALITY EXFOLIATING MASK  
Exfoliates and Illuminates

An exfoliating mask, whose combination of precious and 
semi-precious stones, together with activated carbon 
and volcanic clay, cleanses in depth, revealing luminous 
skin full of vitality.

 Cleanses, regenerates and revitalises.

 Increases skin luminosity.

 Refines the skin’s texture.

HYDRATING ANTI-STRESS MASK  
Hydrates and Relaxes

Stress, caused by our frenetic lifestyle, work overload, lack 
of sleep, accumulated tiredness have a negative effect on 
our appearance, revealing fatigued skin.
Thanks to its select combination of clays and ingredients 
coming from extracts of roses and plants, this mask 
reinforces the skin’s natural barrier, increases its vitality 
and provides deep hydration.
 

 Provides fatigued and stressed skin with 
luminosity.

 The skin shows a smoother, supple and 
hydrated appearance.

The face recovers its expression and natural 
beauty.

DETOX ENERGISING MASK   
Detoxifies and Revitalises

Pollution, fumes, UV rays, etc. have negative effects on 
our skin, leaving it suffocated, saturated by toxins, all in 
all, leaving it “lifeless”.
The mask has been formulated with White clay and Pure 
Vital clay, a complete duo to facilitate the oxygenation 
and protection of the skin.

 Purifies and oxygenates the skin in depth.

 Relaxes and smoothes the features.

 Intense anti-fatigue effect.


